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Darjeeling is considered as one of the most sought after tourist destination in north east India. This
beautiful hill town is located in the West Bengal and is visited by tourists and travelers from all over
the world because of its serene beauty. This stunning place is blessed with emerald green hill
enveloped by the tall pine trees and blossoming chap and gurash flowers, Darjeeling offers a perfect
setting for an ideal vacation in the lap of Mother Nature with your loved ones. Darjeeling is also
globally famous for its fresh and aromatic tea which is prime item exported from this beautiful hill
town. Embark tours to Darjeeling as you will have the wonderful opportunity to explore the world
famous tea gardens and fascinating attractions of this beautiful hill town.

Darjeeling tour offers you with an incredible opportunity to view and explore the beauty of this world
famous hill station envloped by all the impressions of natural beauty in its arms. On your Darjeeling
tour one can also explore the Padamja Naidu himalyan zoological park, Himalayan mountaineering
institute, the Mall, Botanical garden, Japanese temple, Dhir Dham temple, Mahakal Dara, Darjeeling
Museum and many other tourism destinations of north east India. On your trip you can also enjoy
the magnetizing view of nature that surrounds this hill town from Tiger hills which is now the major
tourist spot and sunrise view point.

On your Darjeeling tour one can explore the special Darjeeling toy train which is the heritage railway
line which carries visitors on holiday up to Darjeeling. The train passes hill slopes covered with tea
estates up to Ghoom at 7407 feet which is the highest stop on the railway lines and then come
down to the hill resort of Darjeeling. This is a wonderful experience as the train moves slowly in
between the hills and allows you to witness the marvelous creations of God in the form of nature.
The pure and fresh atmosphere will leave you spell bound as you may never find such ambiance in
your city life. The cool breeze flowing through the hills is ought to touch your soul and will offer you
perfect relaxation on your holiday.

So come and visit this beautiful hill town with Darjeeling tours as on your trip we will take care of all
your travel needs and offer you with all the luxuries required for your journey.
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